SERIS - Maritime
Information Network System
to support regional cooperation in the fight against
piracy and sea robbery
Imagine the need to constantly find
ways to improve the communications
between members around in the world
in times of maritime incident like sea
robbery, piracy etc. With our
Information Network (IFN) System, it
creates a common platform for
different focal points to communicate
and exchange information with ease.

through the Information Sharing Centre
(ISC) 24 hours leading to a faster mean of
disseminating alerts for immediate
assistance of other member countries like
tracking of hijacked vessels.

Powerful Analytical And
Reporting Tools

Solution Features
 24/7 Information Management
 Secured access for authorized
users with user id and
passwords
 Generates graphical and textual
reports for analysis

Being able to easily identify patterns and
about incidents like pirate
Enhanced Regional Coopera- trends
behaviors helps to enhance the ability to
tion Against Incidents At Sea capture them. With the IFN System, users With the IFN System, sharing of piracy
With the IFN System, there is real time are provided with powerful analytical and and arm robbery information can help
improve the operational efficiency
information update about any incidents reporting tools to aid them.
in the sea. When there a piracy or sea With these insights, countries are able to when responding to maritime incidents
robbery happens, the victim reports to improve enforcement and preventive as well as the development of
the nearest focal point which will measures to curb with these problems. preventive measures.
respond to this incident and file a The shipping community can also avoid
report about it through the IFN System. and deter the attacks. These can create
Different focal points can communicate more operation efficiency.
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